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Abstract

This paper addresses the integration of services in the Internet and the resulting

impact on pricing policies� I �rst address why an integrated services Internet is de�

sirable� and give an overview of the services it is likely to o�er� I then argue that an

integrated services Internet� in order to be e�cient� must employ per�user� quality�of�

service sensitive� and usage�based pricing policies�
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� Introduction

In the next 
ve years� the Internet will undergo signi
cant technical changes	 These will prob�

ably include dramatic increases in bandwidth� on the backbone transmission links� better

physical access from homes and businesses� and a more sophisticated network architecture	

Internet policies are also likely to change� these policy changes will probably include allowing

more public access� increasing privatization of service provision� reduced or at least modi
ed

government subsidies� and new pricing schemes	 These policy and technical changes will

reinforce each other� some forthcoming technical developments will enable or force the In�

ternet community to contemplate new policy options� some policy choices will dictate certain

technical design choices	

Many current workstations and personal computers can transmit and receive audio and

video signals	 As a result� multimedia teleconferencing applications and other forms of re�

mote multimedia communications are becoming increasingly common	 In recent years� many

researchers have been investigating ways to provide integrated services in packet networks�

integrated services is essentially the ability to carry video and voice as well as data	 This

integration is not just a matter of increased speed� instead� integration will require a ma�

jor change in the basic network architecture	 This paper introduces policy makers to the

technical aspects of integrated services� and explores the impact this technical development

will have on pricing policies	 This paper does not address the technology� economics� or

policies of the Internet in a comprehensive manner� but rather focuses on the speci
c topic

of integrated services	�

This paper has four sections	 Section  explains why the integration of services requires a new

network architecture� in essence� this is because simultaneously delivering adequate service to

�Bandwidth is the amount of data a link can move per unit time� and is the usual measure of capacity of

a link�

�References ��� ��� ��� �	� 
�� provide more general treatments�





video� audio� and data in the current Internet architecture would require a prohibitive amount

of bandwidth	 Section  also describes the service requirements of various applications

such as video� voice� and data� and then brie�y sketches an appropriate service model	

Section � discusses how the integration of services� combined with increased public access

and privatization� will a�ect pricing policies	 In particular� I argue that an integrated services

Internet must employ per�user� quality�of�service sensitive� and usage�based pricing policies	

Section � discusses some important steps along the path to the future integrated services

Internet	

� Integration of Services

��� Background

Since ����� the speed of the Internet�s backbone links� have increased by roughly three

orders of magnitude �from ��kbps to ��mbps�� and in the next decade they are likely to

increase by another two orders of magnitude	 Similarly� since ���� the number of sites and

hosts have increased by several orders of magnitude �from roughly �� and ���� respectively

to over ������ and ��������� respectively�	 Moreover� in the next decade many if not most

homes will likely have some access to the Internet or an equivalent network	 This astounding

growth in both speed and size was achieved without changing the basic network architecture	

The Internet�s basic network architecture� as embodied in the underlying TCP�IP ��� ��

protocols� has remained virtually unchanged since its inception� this is a powerful testimonial

to the robustness of the original design	 However� a recent �urry of research activity has

focused on building integrated services packet networks�� or ISPN�s	 Such networks represent

�The �gures cited in this paragraph and the next were taken from Reference �
��� We adopt their

terminology� in which Internet refers to Arpanet but not to Milnet�

�The term integrated services packet networks� is not completely standard�
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a major departure from the basic network architecture currently used in the Internet	�

The search for a new network architecture is driven by the emergence of a new generation of

of computer�based applications that make extensive use of the network	 These applications

include multimedia teleconferencing� remote video� computer�based telephony� computer�

based fax� telemetry� remote visualization� virtual reality� and many others	 It is widely

expected that many future remote business� scienti
c� and social interactions will utilize

such tools to enhance the quality of communication and to reduce the need for co�location	

These applications require very di�erent Qualities of Service �QoS� from the network	� For

instance� a casual telephone conversation requires relatively little bandwidth� and can toler�

ate occasional dropped packets�� but is rather intolerant of network�induced delay	� A video

connection used for remote control of an experiment requires a relatively high bandwidth

rate� cannot tolerate any dropped packets� and also needs low delay	 A video broadcast of

a lecture requires a relatively high bandwidth rate� but can tolerate a few dropped packets

and some delay	 Bulk data transfers� such as computer�based fax� 
le transfer� and elec�

tronic mail� do not have an intrinsic bandwidth rate� they use as much bandwidth as is

available to minimize the transfer time	 These bulk data transfer applications can tolerate

high delays for individual packets� but are sensitive to the loss of many packets	 The current

�For a discussion of such research e�orts� see ��� �� �� 	� ��� ��� �
� ��� ��� ��� ��� �	� ��� ��� ��� ��� 
��
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�It is perhaps useful to clarify that networks such as the Internet are packet�switched� in that transmissions

of data from one site to another are broken up into many small packets of data and each packet is transmitted

separately� The network switches �also called routers or gateways� determine the route each packet travels to

its �nal destination� where the packets are reassembled into the original data� The bandwidth requirement

of an application is determined by the rate at which these packets are transmitted �and their size�� The

delay referred to below is the time taken by these packets to traverse the network�

�Human speech is quite redundant and human conversation has a built�in recovery mechanism� so occa�

sional dropped packets have little ill e�ect�

�We will discuss the delay requirements of such applications in great detail in Section ����
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Internet architecture cannot e�ciently support this emerging generation of applications� in

that it cannot simultaneously meet all of their service needs unless the network is extremely

overprovisioned �i	e	� the average utilization is quite low and so all applications receive good

service�		

Our current telecommunications infrastructure handles di�erent applications on separate

networks� the telephone network carries voice and fax tra�c� the cable TV network carries

broadcast video� the Internet and other similar data networks carry data tra�c	 As comput�

ers begin supporting many video� voice� and fax applications� separate networks might be

developed to support these di�erent applications� however� a network o�ering an integrated

set of services seems more attractive	 First� it would be extremely awkward to implement

multimedia applications across several di�erent networks	 Second� it would be expensive

to wire buildings for several di�erent networks	 These two problems could be resolved by

combining the networks where they enter the o�ce or home	 A more fundamental advantage

of a single integrated services network is that it uses bandwidth more e�ciently�
 than a

collection of separate networks	 Segregating network tra�c by application type leads to a

substantial loss of e�ciency� a simple example at the end of this section illustrates this point	

Thus we have a formidable technical challenge� to build a single network architecture that

can meet the service needs of the emerging generation of applications	 To support these

applications the network must accommodate extreme variations in delay and bandwidth re�

quirements	 Packet�switching� as used in the Internet� is widely regarded as the technology

of choice to meet this challenge �see Chapter �� �MacKie�Mason and Varian� for an intro�

	Such ine�ciency is only a problem if bandwidth continues to be the scarce commodity in networks�

Some� such as in ����� maintain that all�optical networks will soon make bandwidth plentiful and switching

resources scarce� I disagree and think that bandwidth will continue to be scarce� but this paper is not the

place to debate this point�

�
E�ciency is measured by the total application performance achievable on the network for a given amount

of bandwidth� see Section ��
 for a more precise de�nition of e�ciency�
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ductory presentation�	�� Its principle advantage is that it allows statistical multiplexing to

occur on a packet�by�packet level� and thus wastes no bandwidth	�� The Internet� and most

other data networks� employ a 
rst�in�
rst�out �FIFO� packet scheduling algorithm� that is�

the 
rst packet to arrive at a network switch is the 
rst one sent	 Such scheduling algorithms

cannot provide di�erent service to di�erent clients� such as low delay to one client and high

delay to another	 Thus� to provide a variety of QoS� the network must employ nontrivial

packet scheduling algorithms	�� Incorporating these algorithms into high�speed switches is

one of the technical hurdles facing designers of ISPNs	

��� Service Model

The set of services o�ered by the network is called the service model	 The service model

is embodied in the service interface� which allows users to request various kinds of QoS

from the network	 This service interface plays a key role in network design� because it

regulates the interaction between applications and the underlying network and keeps the

two cleanly separated	 A network can employ any technology that supports the service

interface� similarly� any application that expresses its needs through the service interface can

��ATM is also a packet�switching architecture� The Internet uses a connectionless packet�switching archi�

tecture� while ATM is a connection�oriented packet�switching architecture� While the technical community

is in agreement that for today�s transmission technologies packet�switching is the correct choice� there is

still an active debate about the relative merits of connection�oriented and connectionless packet�switching

architectures�

��Statistical multiplexing occurs when several entities with variable resource demands share a single re�

source� The aggregation of these multiple demands has a lower variance than the individual demands� and so

the resource is used more e�ciently� Packet switched networks can share on a packet basis� whereas circuit

switched networks can only share at the level of circuits which is less e�cient�

��There has been much research in the past few years designing and analyzing these packets scheduling

algorithms� See ��� �� 	� ��� ��� �
� ��� �	� ��� ��� 
�� 
�� for some examples�
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use the network	 A stable service interface allows rapid technological improvements in both

applications and network technology� without the need for coordination	

The service interface is embedded within applications� it is thus very hard to change without

disrupting service to current network clients	 Thus� the price for quick progress in appli�

cations and networks is that the service interface must remain stable	 Because the service

interface is essentially a particular parameterization of the service model� the service model

must also remain stable	

ISPN designers face the question� what set of services should an ISPN o�er� The answer

should be based on conjectures about future application and institutional requirements� as

well as technical feasibility	 For designers� the basic technical assumption is that the more

closely aligned the service model is to the needs of applications� the more e�cient the network

will be	 Before addressing this issue in detail� it is useful to provide some context by 
rst

reviewing the service o�erings of the current telephone network and the Internet	

The telephone network is a circuit switched network	 Phone calls require an explicit preal�

location of resources while the connection is being established	 Calls are blocked if su�cient

resources are not available	 The service model for ISDN telephone service is the delivery of

data at a 
xed bandwidth with a 
xed delay� all data arrives at the receiver a 
xed time

after it was transmitted	 For the purposes of this discussion� this can be considered one kind

of bounded�delay service	

The telephone network serves one application� spoken voice conversation	�� Speci
c data

rates and delays were chosen to accommodate speech production and recognition	 The

performance of a phone call is independent of the speed of the underlying phone lines	

In case of overload� excess calls are blocked� rather than allowing all calls to connect and

delivering degraded service to them all	

��I will ignore fax� as this is in some sense a data application that has been overlaid on the phone network

because of its ubiquitous connectivity�
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Data networks such as the Internet are quite di�erent	 First� they are packet�switched

rather than circuit�switched	 In addition� there is no explicit call set�up� no preallocation of

resources� and no admission control��� the network o�ers only best�e�ort service	 This means

that the network attempts to deliver packets as quickly as possible� but makes no guarantees

about delivery and delays	 The switches typically use the FIFO packet scheduling algorithm

and thus deliver the same quality of service to all applications	 Since there is no admission

control� the network cannot prevent overloads by refusing service	 When the network is

overloaded� delays increase and packets are dropped	

Thus� the telephone network and the Internet provide very di�erent service models	 The best�

e�ort service model is scalable� it adapts to whatever bandwidth is available	 Programmers

rarely build real�time requirements� or even speci
c time�scales� into software	�� As machines

speed up� the program works better� if system performance degrades� the program still

works� just not as quickly	 This is the appropriate service model for traditional computer�

based applications� such as Telnet� FTP� and electronic mail� that also improve with better

service �more bandwidth and�or less delay�� and degrade gracefully with deteriorating service

�less bandwidth and�or more delay�	 This scalability is amply veri
ed by the fact that

this application family has remained relatively unchanged even though network speeds have

increased by several orders of magnitude since their introduction	

Applications such as voice conversations or video transmissions are not scalable� they have

some fundamental bandwidth and delay requirements	�� Their performance does not im�

prove greatly if their service requirements are exceeded� but does quickly degrade if their

��That is� applications need not ask the network�s permission before sending data�

��In fact� one of the important paradigms of computer software design is to abstract away performance

issues by using concepts such as virtual processors� virtual memory� and abstract machines to organize

programs�

��The bandwidth requirements can be modi�ed by the encoding algorithm� but that entails a change in

the signal quality� Also� we will be more speci�c about the lack of scalability later in this section�
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requirements are violated	 The best�e�ort service model� with its inability to provide any as�

surance about the quality of service� is obviously inappropriate for this class of applications	

Applications such as video and voice are better served by service models which resemble the

telephony service model with its bounded delays and 
xed bandwidth	

One problem shared by both the Internet and telephony service models is that they do not

o�er di�erent services to di�erent applications	 Any ISPN must overcome this limitation by

allowing applications to specify their requirements through a service interface which o�ers a

wide variety of services	

Several prototype ISPN�s are in operation��� but the designers have not reached a consensus

on the appropriate service model� in fact� there is strenuous disagreement about several

fundamental issues	 There is� however� one point of widespread agreement � the service

model should be more varied� or richer� than the current telephony and Internet o�erings�

and should combine these paradigms by o�ering ��� quantitative delay bounds� and ��

several levels of best�e�ort service	 The remainder of this section describes one such proposed

service model�	 �see References ��� �� for a much fuller exposition�	

The service model is based on the requirements of applications and institutions	 Applications

can be roughly divided into those that are elastic or scalable� and those that are real�time	

Elastic applications adjust easily and �exibly to delays in delivery� that is� a packet arriving

earlier helps performance and a packet arriving later hurts performance� but there is no set

need for a packet to arrive at a certain time	 Typical Internet applications are elastic in

��The networks cited in �	� ��� ��� �	� are examples of operating prototypes� the design my colleagues and

I work on is operational on DARTnet� an ARPA�funded T� testbed linking roughly a dozen industrial and

academic research sites�

�	There are other aspects to the service model that are not addressed here �such as policy routing� mul�

ticast� etc��� this discussion is restricted to services relevant to packet scheduling� The inclusion of other

services only strengthens the argument�
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Figure �� Playback Applications� the receiver plays the data back at the playback point

where the playback point is the sum of the generation time and the o�set delay	

nature� and the Internet service model has performed well for them	 Thus� for elastic appli�

cations we propose a service model consisting of several classes of best�e�ort service	 These

classes allow applications to indicate their relative sensitivity to delay so that the network

can distinguish between the delay requirements of� for example� interactive burst transac�

tions �e	g	� Telnet and X�protocol�� interactive bulk transfers �e	g	� FTP�� and asynchronous

bulk transfers �e	g	� electronic mail and fax�	

Real�time applications have more stringent requirements	 Some real�time applications are

playback applications �see Figure ��	 In these applications� the source digitizes some signal

and transmits it over the network� the data packets are delivered to the receiver with varying

delay� the receiver bu�ers the data and plays the signal back at some speci
ed moment� this

moment is called the playback point and is the generation time plus some essentially 
xed

o�set delay	 Data that does not arrive at the receiver before its playback point cannot be

played back on time� it is of essentially no use	 To choose a reasonable value for the o�set

delay� an application needs some a priori characterization of the maximum delay� this could

either be provided by the network in a delay bound� or through the observation of the delays

of earlier packets	 While our discussion has treated the o�set delay as essentially 
xed� in

reality the application can slowly adjust its o�set delay during use as its estimate of the

maximal packet delays change	

Delay can a�ect the performance of playback applications in two ways	 First� the value of
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the o�set delay �which is determined by predictions about the future packet delays� a�ects

the interactive nature of the application	 Applications vary greatly in their sensitivity to this

o�set delay	 Some playback applications� in particular those that involve interaction such as

a phone call� are extremely sensitive to this delay� transmissions of a movie or lecture are

less sensitive	

Second� the signal becomes degraded when packet delays exceed the o�set delay	 Applications

vary greatly in their sensitivity to late packets	 We can divide these playback applications

into those that are tolerant of occasional dropped or late packets� and those that are not	

Intolerant playback applications require an absolutely faithful playing back of the original

data� either because the hardware or software is unable to cope with missing data� or because

the users are unwilling to risk missing any data	 On the other hand� users of tolerant appli�

cations� as well as the underlying hardware and software� are prepared to accept occasional

losses of data	 Most casual telephone conversations are tolerant� since human speech tends

to be redundant and� if necessary� users can request that the other participants repeat the

missing parts of the conversation	 It is important to note that the distinction between toler�

ant and intolerant applications is not just a function of the software and hardware involved

but also depends on the needs of the users themselves	

In essence� the performance of elastic applications is more closely related to the average delay

of the packets� whereas the performance of real�time applications is more closely related

to the maximum delay of the packets	 Best�e�ort service produces reasonable values for

average delays but� because the service has wide variations in delay� the maximal delays are

intolerable	 To keep the maximal delays within a reasonable range� real�time applications

need a service with a bounded delay	 For intolerant applications� the service model we

propose is a 
rm worst�case bound on delay� this bound should not be violated as long as

the network switches and links function properly	 Tolerant applications do not need such a

reliable bound� for these applications the service model we propose is a loose bound on delay

that incorporates predictions about the aggregate tra�c load� this bound will occasionally
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be violated when the predictions are wrong	

Future video and audio applications will likely be playback applications�
� and we conjecture

that the vast majority of real�time tra�c will be produced by such playback applications	

Thus� we expect that our real�time services will 
t the needs of most future real�time ap�

plications	 The taxonomy of applications� and the relevant service o�erings� is depicted in

Figure 	

Services for both tolerant and intolerant real�time applications involve admission control�

before commencing transmission� applications must request service from the network	 This

service request consists of a tra�c descriptor� in which applications specify their tra�c

load� and a QoS descriptor� in which applications specify the desired quality of service	

We envision employing a tra�c descriptor that speci
es bandwidth and burstiness	 After

receiving a service request� the network decides whether or not to accept the request based

on whether or not it can deliver the desired QoS	 In contrast� there is no admission control

for the best�e�ort service classes	 Thus� the predominant failure mode for real�time service

is that requests can be blocked� and for best�e�ort service that best�e�ort packets can be

dropped	 Most failures should be su�ered by users who indicate � in return presumably for

cheaper service � that they are willing to experience a higher failure rate	 Thus� the service

model incorporates the notions of preemptable packets� the 
rst packets discarded when the

network is overloaded��� and preemptable connections� which are terminated when incoming

connections would otherwise be blocked	

These best�e�ort and real�time service o�erings are designed to meet application require�

ments	 Institutional requirements are less frequently discussed	 Currently� many private


rms partially bypass the regular phone system and lease lines directly for their own inter�

�
Current video and audio applications on circuit switched networks do not �t this model� since there is

no jitter in the network delays� however� the video and audio applications in use on the Internet today� such

as vat and nv� do �t this model�

��See ��
� for an example of how this might work�
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Figure � Application Taxonomy� the application classes and the associated service o�erings	

nal computer and telephone networks	 Leased lines are the telecommunications equivalent of

buying wholesale� and the need to lease will likely persist	 However� such bypass is harmful

to an ISPN because it reduces the revenue stream and prevents the network from taking

full advantage of the increasing returns to scale of statistical multiplexing	 For an ISPN to

remain economically viable� it should keep bypass at a minimum by o�ering 
rms a service

which is at least equivalent to and preferably superior to directly leasing lines	

One possibility would be to o�er virtual leased lines consisting of a long�term reservation

of real�time service with some bounded delay and 
xed bandwidth	 This service would be

essentially equivalent to directly leasing a line	 In order to make the virtual leased line service

more attractive than directly leasing lines� two problems common to both virtual leased lines

and direct leased lines must be addressed	 First� leasing a virtual line leads to ine�cient

use of bandwidth because the network�s QoS scheduling mechanism is circumvented� not all

packets sent over this real�time channel need the real�time service	 For instance� if a 
rm

leases a real�time line but uses it mostly for 
le transfer or electronic mail tra�c� the internal

network switches would schedule the tra�c as if it needs the real�time bounded delay service

when in fact it needs much less stringent service	 Second� such a line cannot be shared by

several entities in a controlled way without the 
rm exercising its own scheduling at the

entrance to the connection	 This is especially important if several divisions of a 
rm� or
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departments of a university� choose to jointly lease some bandwidth and want to ensure that

every entity gets its fair share when the link is fully loaded	

We propose a modi
ed virtual leased line service that allows link�sharing through the spec�

i
cation of a hierarchy of link ownership shares	 For instance� a link could be shared by

several universities� these shares could be split between their various academic departments�

these shares in turn could be split among the sta� and students of the department� so that


nally each individual in the department would have his or her own individual share	 In ad�

dition� this modi
ed virtual leased line service would o�er the QoS service classes discussed

above� so that the service needs of the packets are revealed to and utilized by the network in

the packet scheduling algorithm	 Thus� real�time requirements will always take precedence

over elastic ones� but admission control will ensure that every entity gets its share of the

bandwidth	 Such a service would meet the needs of institutions better than direct leased

line service because of its more e�cient use of bandwidth and more �exible sharing options	

Thus� our proposed service model incorporates two kinds of real�time service� several classes

of best�e�ort service� and a modi
ed virtual leased�line service	 This service model is designed

to meet the needs of the entire spectrum of future Internet applications	 Of course� a period

of experimenting and rethinking will be needed before the 
eld reaches � if it ever does

� a consensus on the appropriate service model for an ISPN� while we expect the general

form of the eventual service model to resemble our proposal� there will likely be important

di�erences in the details	

��� Integration and E�ciency

Our case for the desirability of ISPN�s is based largely on the e�cient use of the network

bandwidth� a notion explored in this subsection	 E�ciency is not measured by link utiliza�

tion or some other network related quantity� instead� e�ciency must be connected to the

performance of applications using the network	 The following model provides provides such
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a notion of e�ciency	 Consider some network with a set of clients	 Let si denote the net�

work performance delivered to client i� si describes all the relevant service parameters �such

as bandwidth� delay� etc�	 Assume that every network client�s degree of satisfaction with

its service is expressed by some function Vi�si�� this function quanti
es how much money

the client would be willing to spend for such service	 The network has a 
nite capacity�

and so only certain �s are feasible� let F denote the feasible set of service allocations	 A

measure of the e�ciency of some service allocation �s is just the sum Vtotal��s� �
P

i Vi�si�	

The most e�cient feasible service allocation �s � F is the one that maximizes Vtotal��s�	 The

service interface and the underlying packet scheduling algorithm determine the feasible set

of allocations	 This section illustrates two claims� 
rst� that service models which are more

closely aligned with the service needs of the applications are more e�cient� and second� that

networks with a heterogeneous set of clients are more e�cient than ones with a homogeneous

set of clients	

Consider a network with a single link modeled by an exponential server �of rate � � �� and

Poisson arrival processes	 Consider two types of network clients� with Poisson arrival rates

r � ��� and with V� � � � d� and V� � � � d� where di represents the average queueing

delay delivered to client i	�� Thus� we have two clients with di�erent sensitivities to delay	 If

we use FIFO service in the network� then d� � d� �
�

���
��� �  and so V FIFO
total � 	 If we use

strict priority service with preemption� and give client � priority� then d� �
�

���
���� � ��� and

d� � �
���
�������
��� � ��� and V priority

total � ���	 Thus� the strict priority scheduling algorithm

is more e�cient than FIFO� since the client that is less sensitive su�ers more delay	 In fact�

when compared to all possible scheduling algorithms� the strict priority scheduling algorithm

��Recall that the average delay in the M�M�� queueing network considered here is just d � �
���r� � If we

have two priority levels with preemption� with arrival rates r� and r� respectively� then the delays are given

by d� �
�

���r��
and d� �

�

���r�����r��r��
�
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gives the most e�cient feasible allocation of delay	��

If we double the linespeed� � � � and double the number of applications� the performance

numbers become� V priority
total � ��� and V FIFO

total � ��	�� Now consider two networks� with

separate bandwidths �� � �� � � each carrying two applications	 If we divide the clients so

that each network carries one application of each type� and the bandwidths are split evenly

�which is optimal here�� then we revert back to our original case and the most e�cient choice

is to use priority on each link and achieve a total e�ciency of ����	 If we partition the clients

so that one network carries two delay�sensitive applications and the other carries the two less

sensitive applications� then the optimal arrangement is to use FIFO on each network and to

split the bandwidth as �� � �� �
p
 � �������� and �� �

p
 � �� � �������� which yields

an e�ciency of �� � �
p
 � ��������	 Thus� there is greater e�ciency when the application

types are mixed than when the application types are segragated	��

This formulation of e�ciency reveals two problems with o�ering a variety of QoS	 First�

not every client gains directly from the resulting increase in e�ciency� that is� Vtotal��s�� �

Vtotal��s�� does not imply that Vi�s�i � � Vi�s�i � for all i	 For instance� in the simple exam�

ple with just two clients� V FIFO
� �  but V priority

� � ��� even though V priority

total � V FIFO
total 	

��This example is misleading in that a slightly overprovisioned FIFO network �� � ������ has the same

e�ciency value as the priority network� If we consider more realistic examples� where the delay preferences

are more varied� a much greater degree of overprovisioning is needed to make a FIFO network match the

e�ciency of a priority network� In fact� this necessary degree of overprovisioning increases without bound

as the variation in delay requirements increases�

��Because the network�s value for V priority

total and V FIFO
total has more than doubled when we doubled both

the linespeed and application load� this example illustrates the increasing returns to scale of statistical

multiplexing� Variations in load can be more fully averaged out when more users share the network� and

smoothing of the load leads to more e�cient use of the network�s resources�

��Using the formula for delay� we have Vtotal � f� � �
���
��

g � f� � �
���
��

g� When combined with the

constraint �� � �� � � we can solve for the optimal value of �� and ���
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E�ciency in the heterogeneous networks is gained by shifting resources from applications

that are not extremely performance�sensitive to those that are� the performance�sensitive

clients gain from using more sophisticated scheduling algorithms� but the less performance�

sensitive clients lose	 Considering only network service� the increase in e�ciency bene
ts

only the performance�sensitive applications and in fact harms the less performance�sensitive

applications	 Why should users of less performance�sensitive applications be in favor of richer

service models�

Second� in order to achieve e�ciency� clients must request the appropriate service for their

application	 In our simple example� the increased e�ciency of priority service can only be

realized if the network can recognize which client is more delay�sensitive	 Any reasonable

service interface will allow this� but the clients have to use this interface appropriately�

high quality service should only be requested by users of performance�sensitive applications	

This raises an important incentive issue� if e�ciency depends on the truthful revelation of

preferences� but the less performance�sensitive clients lose when they reveal their lack of

performance sensitivity� what will motivate clients to reveal their preferences honestly�

Careful pricing of network services provides a solution to both of these problems	 Pricing

can provide the appropriate incentives to clients to reveal their service requirements hon�

estly	 Pricing can also spread the bene
ts of the increased e�ciency to all clients	 Clearly�

the network should charge less for low quality service than for high quality service	 More

speci
cally� the pricing scheme should be designed so that the increase in quality of service

outweighs the increase in cost for performance�sensitive applications� and the decrease in cost

outweighs the decrease in quality of service for the less performance�sensitive applications	

In this case� when both the cost and quality of network service are considered� all application

classes bene
t from the increased e�ciency of ISPNs	 Furthermore� such a pricing scheme

will provide the proper incentives so that only users of performance�sensitive applications

will request high quality service� then the sel
sh choices of individual clients will allow the

��



network as a whole to achieve optimal e�ciency	�� We return to the issue of pricing in

Section �	�	

� Policy Developments and Pricing Schemes

Much of the design and prototyping of ISPN�s takes place in research settings that are quite

insulated	 In particular� for the various testbed networks where these designs are or will

be tested� the test user community is small and cooperative� the designs are determined

more by technical factors than market pressures� and network service is free	 However� in

the Internet� or in any other similar public network� these conditions will no longer hold	

In particular� users will be charged� either directly or indirectly� for network service	 In

this section� I discuss how the integration of services� along with the policy developments of

public access and privatization� determine the form of the pricing schemes	

��� Public Access

With the rapid fall of policy and technical barriers� access to the Internet is becoming

much more widespread � within the next decade� a sizable fraction of homes may have

Internet access	 A dramatic increase in the Internet user population would have several

important rami
cations	 First� once a home consumer standard is widely adopted� there is

tremendous pressure for it to remain stable	 Thus� once Internet usage becomes a staple

for many American families� the service interface and other network protocols will become

even harder to change than they are now �and they are already quite di�cult to change�	 It

is extremely important that the networking community make the right technical decisions

about the proper service interface now	

��See �
�� for a discussion of such priority pricing and ��� 
� for an application of these ideas to networks�

For a more theoretical treatment of incentive issues and e�ciency� see �����
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Also� once arti
cial access restrictions are lifted� the Internet will no longer have a small�

technically knowledgeable� and very cooperative user community	 As with other widely used

public facilities� informal enforcement of behavioral norms is unlikely to be su�cient to

ensure socially desirable behavior� not all network clients will truthfully reveal their service

preferences� unless it is in their own interest	 One cannot rely on policing for this� so pricing

will have to provide incentives for proper network usage	

��� Privatization

In the future� multiple private carriers will compete to o�er network services� perhaps much as

we now have multiple long�distance phone companies	 While the issue of competition raises

many issues� here I discuss only that of reselling bandwidth	 Assuming that the principle

of common carriage�� applies to these networks �there are those that doubt the viability of

this principle� see ����� then a 
rm can purchase network service from one provider and

resell it to others	 There is nothing intrinsically wrong with reselling� in some sense it is

simply the transfer of marketing responsibilities	 However� reselling can result in decreased

e�ciency when the service requirements of the tra�c is not accurately represented	 For

example� buying real�time service in bulk and then reselling this service to elastic tra�c

leads to ine�cient use of the network� a di�erent allocation of service � giving the bulk

elastic tra�c best�e�ort rather than real�time service � would produce a higher total level of

satisfaction	 Thus� for a pricing scheme to encourage e�cient allocation of resources� such

reselling must not be pro
table	

Our modi
ed virtual leased line service proposal discourages the mislabeling of service needs

since it allows users to buy in bulk and still utilize the QoS service classes� the network is

presented with each packet�s true service needs and can schedule the packets accordingly	

��Common carriage is the requirement that networks provide service to all customers on an equal footing�

In particular� common carriage means that networks cannot refuse to sell service to competitors�

��



As we stated above� in order to achieve e�ciency the pricing scheme must also be designed

to make reselling unpro
table	 However� other factors besides pricing and the service model

can in�uence the pro
tability of reselling	 In a connection�oriented technology� such as ATM�

if connection set�up involves substantial delays then there will be strong market pressure to

resell service from pre�set�up connections to clients with intermittent tra�c needs	 Thus� if

ATM and other similar technologies are to avoid being primarily a leased line service� they

must provide rapid connection establishment	

��� Pricing

With widespread competition among network service providers� pricing schemes will likely

lead to a high degree of e�ciency because providers must guard against new competitors

with more e�cient schemes	 Thus� we will assume that network e�ciency is an important

pricing goal	 Chapter �� �MacKie�Mason and Varian� discusses these e�ciency issues in

much greater detail	

There are a wide variety of pricing policies	 The granularity of the pricing policy can vary

by what is priced � access� connections� packets� etc	 � and by how charges are identi
ed �

institution� user� application� etc	 This is not a question of who pays the bill �in many cases

that will be the institution�� but rather how detailed the bill should be	

There is tremendous pressure to o�er access�based pricing schemes� that is� to charge only

for the size of the access link	�� This has two important advantages� it is technically easy

�in fact� it is currently the predominant charging scheme in the Internet�� and predictable	�	

��Most pricing schemes will include at least some charge for access� I use the term access�based pricing to

refer to pricing schemes which only charge for access�

�	While predictable costs are indeed desirable� in many facets of life such as utility and phone usage we

have adjusted quite well to variable costs� However� both the newness of the basic technology and the rapidly

changing usage patterns� in addition to the historical legacy of access�based pricing� contribute to the rather
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In a network with a nontrivial service model� to achieve e�ciency the pricing scheme must

��� provide incentives for users to specify the appropriate service class� and �� ensure that

reselling is not pro
table	 Access�based pricing fails to meet either requirement	

To provide incentives for appropriate service requests� the network must tie costs to the indi�

vidual clients who make the QoS choices� and must also price the various services di�erently	

Pricing based exclusively on access charges does neither	 These requirements are met by

QoS�sensitive pricing schemes that charge for both the establishment of the reservation or

connection and its duration	�


Furthermore� access�based pricing makes reselling pro
table� since a 
rm should attempt to

sell all of its unused capacity	 This reselling problem persists even when the pricing scheme

includes charges for individual connections	 For example� if I establish a video connection

with a reserved bandwidth of ���mbps� but my video source has an average bandwidth of

��mbps �and a peak rate of ���mbps�� then if I am charged for ���mbps I should resell the

remaining ��mbps	 I would make sure that my packets get priority when my video surges

to the peak rate� and thus the service I actually sell is not real�time but best�e�ort	 To

ensure that such reselling is not pro
table� the pricing policy should also be usage�based�

that is� my cost should not be based only on the size of my access pipe� my QoS� and my

connection parameters� but also on my actual usage� the per�packet charge must be greater

than what I can resell the best�e�ort service for	 Thus� in addition to the access charge� the

appropriate pricing scheme for real�time connections is a QoS�sensitive multipart tari� with

a charge for the establishment of the reservation� a charge for the duration of the reservation�

and a charge for the actual usage of the reservation	 For best�e�ort tra�c� a QoS sensitive

per�packet charge is appropriate	

vocal demand for predictable costs in networking�

�
These might most naturally be called connection charges� but to avoid the possible confusion because

often access charges are called connection charges� we will adopt the term reservation charges�

�



Such a scheme would impose severe accounting requirements on the underlying network

architecture	 There is almost no accounting infrastructure currently in place	 For the kind

of QoS�sensitive and usage�based pricing advocated here� the network needs an accounting

infrastructure that can record individual packets and assign their costs to the appropriate

clients	 The network and the operating system of the host would have to cooperate to identify

individual users �or perhaps applications� as the responsible entities	 It is not clear where

this division of labor should split� in the ATM context� the network would most likely assign

the charge to a VCI �virtual circuit identi
er� and the operating system would be responsible

for associating each VCI to a user or application	 The network accounting infrastructure

must be built into the underlying network protocols� which must support some degree of

authentication so that charges are not misassigned	 While the integration of services is a

fashionable topic in academic research circles� accounting and authentication are not	�� If we

are to succeed in building an integrated services Internet� we must address these problems	

The fact that users will generate costs based on their network usage �even if they themselves

don�t pay the bill� will be a dramatic shift away from the recent trend in computer systems

to hide the underlying technology from users	 Operating systems will need to account for

network usage by user� and user interfaces will need to inform users about the charges their

actions are incurring	 Again� little work has been done in this area� but it must if an

integrated services Internet is to be widely used	

One objection is that a highly detailed pricing scheme will create huge transaction costs	

While it is true that a sizable fraction of the telephone system�s cost is in billing� it is not

clear how much of that cost is for accounting �collecting data and computing the amount to

be charged� and how much is for processing bills for individual customers �sending out bills�

handling incoming envelopes� cashing checks� etc	�	 My uninformed guess is that the cost of

doing the accounting is probably not nearly as great as the cost of the actual billing� our

��Reference ��� is one of the few contributions in this area�





proposal necessitates accounting� but for commercial customers the billing should probably

be sent to the 
rms� not broken down by individual	 Thus� at least in the beginning when

most users of the Internet are commercial or academic� not residential� the billing overhead

may be manageable	 A network that provides a variety of qualities of service must have

detailed billing� my guess is that� despite its cost� such billing is more cost�e�ective than

doing without a QoS mechanism	

� Next Steps

An e�cient integrated services Internet must o�er a rich service model that combines real�

time service� best�e�ort service� and a modi
ed virtual leased line service	 Moreover� such

a service model will only be used e�ciently if it is combined with a usage�based and QoS�

sensitive pricing scheme	 However� the current Internet has neither a rich service model nor

an accounting infrastructure capable of supporting sophisticated pricing schemes	 What are

the critical next steps that will take us from the current Internet to our vision of the future

Internet�

First� and most importantly� the Internet must adopt standards that mandate a full account�

ing infrastructure and a rich QoS service interface	 Such a radical change in the Internet

would have been di�cult enough in the Internet�s infancy when technical decisions were

made by a rather small and cohesive technical community	 In the current environment�

changing the Internet�s basic architecture is especially problematic	 Because the government

no longer plays a signi
cant role in determining the Internet�s architecture� the companies

who produce network equipment and the consumers of this equipment must reach a consen�

sus on this architectural transformation	 Managing this transition will be the ultimate test

of the Internet�s organizational coherence	

Second� since the cost of usage will become important� operating systems and user interfaces

need to be modi
ed so that users are more aware of their network usage and its cost	
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Organizations will feel comfortable with usage�based pricing only when users are familiar

with network costs and can make informed decisions	 Most organizations can handle usage�

based phone charges because users understand the pricing structure and are able to control

their own costs e�ectively� we need to create a similar situation in the Internet	

Finally� while it may lead to ine�ciencies in the short term� the pricing structure should

accommodate users who require either a 
xed fee cost structure or extremely inexpensive

service	 There are important user communities� such as schools and libraries� where the

variability in usage�based costs would cause extreme di�culties	 We must 
nd ways to ac�

commodate these communities	�� There are also likely to be many potential users who� at

competitive prices� could not a�ord even the most basic level of Internet access	 However� if

we expect the Internet to become an important part of out telecommunications infrastruc�

ture� we must strive for universal access either through price regulations or user subsidies	
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